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INTRODUCTION

Pieter Bakels

Dutch entrepreneur, 
promising capital & 

technology

Güngsangnurbu

Kalaqin County Prince, 
promosing help to acquire 
mining license & labourers

• 10 December 1903: signing of a gold mining contract in Imperial 
China between two unlikely parties



• 10 December 1903: signing of a gold mining contract in Imperial 
China between two unlikely parties

• One of many failed businesses during late Qing period (1895-
1911)

• Additionally, relative low FDI in China (general tendency in 
Southeast-Asia), especially compared to other countries which 
came in contact with European nation-states
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West/Europe
• Protectionistic policy of 

Chinese national government
• Hostility of local population 

towards FDI, cf. "rights-
recovery movement” 
(Thompson 2011)

East/China
• Foreigners had limited knowledge 

of business or Chinese 
market/institutions

• Often, FDI took place by westerners 
which “enforced” market access and 
claimed natural resources & political 
rights

• Divergence between the West/Europe and the East/China in 
explanations for low FDI and failing FDI companies 
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• Divergence between the West/Europe and the East/China in 
explanations for low FDI and failing FDI companies

• Major reasons why both explanations can co-exist: 

1. Lack of studies which draw evidence from both Chinese & 
Western sources/literature

2. Lack of representative, comparative case-studies
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Number of annual newly installed foreign mining & manufacturing enterprises
in China during 1840-1913 

FDI IN THE CHINESE MINING SECTOR (1890 – 1920)

• No lack of case-studies (especially after 1890s)…
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• No lack of case-studies (especially after 1890s)…

• ... but: most FDI from countries 
which enforced market access 
in the Chinese FDI market
(with diplomatic & military 
power), see Japan & UK

• So: doesn’t allow an 
exogenous test for the 
biases in the Chinese FDI 
application procedures

Countries of origin of the annual newly installed foreign mining & 
manufacturing enterprises in China during 1840-1913 



• Therefore: our case-study of Pieter Bakels as an empirical validation 
of the theories on lacking FDI in the Chinese mining sector 

1. Use of extensive archival records and literature, detailing both the 
Chinese and Western perspective

• National Archives of the Netherlands, The Hague
(correspondance of Bakels and the Dutch Consulate)

• First Historical Archives of China, Beijing
(memorials and letters from the Commander-in-Chief 
of Rehe and Güngsangnurbu)
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• Therefore: our case-study of Pieter Bakels as an empirical validation 
of the theories on lacking FDI in the Chinese mining sector 

1. Use of extensive archival records and literature, detailing both the 
Chinese and Western perspective

2. Our case-study presents an exceptional case where the entrepreneur 
had to use the ‘regular’ FDI application procedure

• No military power: the Netherlands was a small country with no 
military resources in China

• No diplomatic power: Bakels learned from business opportunity in a 
newspaper which reached out for Western entrepreneurs 

FDI IN THE CHINESE MINING SECTOR (1890 – 1920)
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• Complicated regulation (but: intentional / unintentional?)

• Multiple changes in mining license regulations: 1898, 1902, 1904, 
1907, and 1910

• Shifting balance between more limitations (for protecting Chinese 
interests) and less barriers for foreign investments

• Growing influence of Western legislation

• Direct and passive:  forced to change by western nations, 
e.g. Mackay Treaty with the UK in 1903

• Indirect and initiative: modifications based on Western 
regulations

ROLE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT



• Mining licenses needed approval from 2 agencies in Beijing

ROLE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

Before 1903 (Mackay Treaty between China & UK)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs General Bureau of Railway
and Mining 

After 1903 (Mackay Treaty between China & UK)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ministry of Commerce 



• In the Chinese perspective, Chinese central government was…

• Not protecting the Chinese interests

• Rather, designed to please western investors/companies out of 
fear of becoming colonized

ROLE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT



• In the Western perspective, the Chinese central government was…

• Limiting the amount of foreign investments (protectionism)

ROLE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

“By the experience of other mine concessions they [the possible
investors] desire … to have the security that the local investigation will
have a favourable outcome, and the central government in Beijing will
not pose any obstacles under the way of the execution of the
agreement”

- Letter and report of G.D. Advocaat of the Consulate-General of the
Netherlands in Shanghai to his deputy A. Van Citters, 2 May 1904



ROLE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

“Only by the approval of the Chinese government is the
necessary capital of the enterprise safeguarded against the
surprising arbitrariness of the Chinese government, which has so
often damaged mining enterprises in China”

- Letter of Pieter Bakels to the Consulate-General of the
Netherlands in Shanghai, 2 May 1904

• In the Western perspective, the Chinese central government was…

• Limiting the amount of foreign investments

• Arbitrary in its procedure of granting mining licenses
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• Increasing political/economic power for local officials

• After the mid 19th century (uprising/wars), government in 
China gradually decentralized

• “a light centre and a heavy local”

• But: did not act independent and remained loyal to emperor

• Local regulations on mining industry

• More detailed than the national regulations

ROLE OF LOCAL OFFICIALS



• Prince Kalaqin: Güngsangnurbu

• County-level governor

• Young and eager for modernization 

• Famous for promoting western infrastructure

• Very influential with Imperial Household

• Commander-in-chief of Rehe

• Prefecture-level governor

• Acted as supervisor of Prince Kalaqin

ROLE OF LOCAL OFFICIALS

Güngsangnurbu





• Prince Kalaqin Güngsangnurbu

• Ineffective & arbitrarily in relation to
foreign investors: next to Bakels, he 
also invested in mining concession
with German entrepreneur Bielfeld, 
thus lowering the chances of Bakels
for acquiring a mining concession 

ROLE OF LOCAL OFFICIALS

21 
 

the Ministry of Commerce rejected Bakels’ license after have already licensed Bielfeld’s 

operations. 

Figure 4. Map of the Kalaqin banner area in the 1900s 

 

However, Güngsangnurbu and Bakels—following negotiations with Bielfeld78—replied to 

the Ministry with a compromise. Güngsangnurbu and Bakels agreed to split the region into two 

smaller areas so that the German and the Dutch entrepreneur could mine different areas. The 

smaller area of Jiguan Mountain79 was to be licensed to Bielfeld, and the nearby Patrarku area80 was 

                                                
 
78 Letter from Bakels to Van Citters, 6 Oct. 1904: National Archives of the Netherlands, The Hague, 2.05.90, 00483. 
79 Originally recorded as ‘Chi Kwan Shan’ in contemporary sources, this is a mountain in the northeast of the Kalaqin Right-Wing 
Banner. 
80 After extensive investigation, the specific location of this area remains unclear. 



• Prince Kalaqin Güngsangnurbu

• Ineffective & arbitrarily in relation to foreign investors: next to 
Bakels, he also invested in mining concession with German 
entrepreneur Bielfeld

• Appointed incapable representatives to help Bakels

ROLE OF LOCAL OFFICIALS

“cannot be trusted in the affairs of money” [describing the translator that 
the Prince Kalaqin appointed to Bakels] - Letter of Pieter Bakels to the 
Dutch Consulate-General, 15 November 1904

“You remained […] idle instead of looking after my interests” - Letter from 
Pieter Bakels to his translator Sun, 26 October 1904
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• Most Western entrepreneurs 

• Often circumvented Chinese legislations, by wielding diplomatic or military 
support of their governments

• “independent kingdoms” (Han-Lee 1968)

• Therefore: often faced local protests

• “mining rights-recovery movement” (Thompson 2011)

• Dutch entrepreneur Pieter Bakels

• Could not wield diplomatic or military support 

• Therefore, had to follow Chinese legislations

ROLE OF FOREIGN ENTREPRENEURS



• Dutch entrepreneur Pieter Bakels

• Rich, but had to rely on other, Western investors

ROLE OF FOREIGN ENTREPRENEURS

Pieter Bakels



• Dutch entrepreneur Pieter Bakels

• Rich, but had to rely on other, Western investors

• Failed to gain trust of the representatives of Prince Kalaqin

ROLE OF FOREIGN ENTREPRENEURS

“[Pieter Bakels is] very cunning, as it is clear that he
only intends to swindle the shareholders”

- Letter from translator Lu to A. Van Citters, 24 November 1904

Eventually, Pieter Bakels fired both Lu (the translator appointed by
the Prince Kalaqin) and Sun (the representative of the Price
Kalaqin), lowering his chances of acquiring a mining license further



• Dutch entrepreneur Pieter Bakels

• Rich, but had to rely on other, Western investors

• Failed to gain trust of the representatives of Prince Kalaqin

• Failed to gain trust of Dutch Consulate for promoting his investment

ROLE OF FOREIGN ENTREPRENEURS

“it would have been more effective, if you [Bakels] would have 
notified me earlier of your plans and if you would have introduced 

me to the people you had sent earlier …, as is custom”

- Letter of Ad Van Citters (diplomat at the Dutch Consulate-General 
in Shanghai, in frequent contact with Bakels)  to Pieter Bakels, 30 

March 1904



• Approval of mining concessions in the end of Imperial China: result of an 
interplay between three actors

• the Western entrepreneurs

• the Chinese central government

• the Chinese local officials
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• Approval of mining concessions in the end of Imperial China: result of an 
interplay between three actors, each hold blame for low amount of FDI

• the Western entrepreneurs

• Inexperience with Chinese institutions & business

• the Chinese central government

• Unintentional/Intentional complicated regulations

• the Chinese local officials

• Distrusting Western investors

CONCLUSION



• Failure of FDI inflow in China at the end of the 19th century:

• Not so much due to protectionism by the national government

• Rather, a prisoner’s dilemma

• Decline in trust between both Western entrepreneur and 
local official, after several rounds of disagreements

• Bielfeld managed to start producing gold in 1904 

• Bittersweet ending for Bakels: never opened a gold mine 
in China, but remained until 1912 in Shanghai (died in 
the Netherlands in 1925)

CONCLUSION
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